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We show that nonlinear imaging is possible in periodic
waveguide configurations, provided that we use two differ-
ent segments of nonlinear media with opposite signs of the
Kerr nonlinearity with, in general, no other restriction
about their magnitudes. The second medium is used to im-
plement effective “reverse propagation.” A main ingredient
in achieving nonlinear imaging is the control of the sign and
the amplitude of the coupling coefficient. We numerically
test our results in one- and two-dimensional square arrange-
ments of waveguides. © 2016 Optical Society of America
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The study of systems with periodic modulation of the refractive
index is related to a host of novel phenomena [1–6]. A main
ingredient in connection to this Letter is the possibility to en-
gineer their effective diffraction. In this respect, it has been
shown both in the linear and the nonlinear regimes that dif-
fraction in waveguide arrays can be reduced, canceled, or even
reversed [7–10]. Diffraction can be controlled by engineering
the coupling coefficient between the adjacent waveguides.
A main tool in this respect is the phenomenon known as co-
herent destruction of tunneling (CDT) [11]. Utilizing CDT
can lead to the inhibition of tunneling in waveguide arrays
[12–14], as well as negative coupling and refraction [15,16].
What is particularly interesting in CDT is that individual cou-
plings can be separately engineered in a waveguide network.
For example, by generating a diatomic lattice with alternating
positive and negative couplings, an analog of the one-
dimensional (1D) Dirac equation can be implemented [17,18].

In the linear limit, there are several ways to achieve imaging
in periodic lattices. Self-imaging effects are possible by utilizing
optical Bloch oscillations [19–21], as well as the phenomenon
of dynamic localization [22–26]. The image recovery at the
output plane can also be achieved by inducing an intervening
π-phase shift in the array [27,28], even in the presence of dis-
order [29]. An alternative approach to achieve imaging is pro-
posed in [30] using the flat band modes of a Kagome lattice.
The nonlinearity of the system can also be utilized in generating
arrays of stable solitons for image transmission [31].

In the above cases, where linear recovery of the image is pos-
sible, the effect of Kerr nonlinearity is going to be detrimental.
In bulk media, a technique that is used in the nonlinear regime
is that of reverse propagation [32–34]: the signal propagates
inside the medium, and the output is recorded. Then numerical
reverse propagation is involved to recover the original image. Of
course, the same principle can be directly applied in the discrete
case. However, this in not what we intend to do here. We pro-
pose the use of a second medium that effectively inverts the
direction of propagation. This can be achieved if the second
medium has the opposite signs in the nonlinearity and the dif-
fraction, with the same ratio between them so that effectively
z → −σz. In bulk media, the aforementioned restrictions make
such a possibility quite difficult to implement. However, as we
will see, in artificial discrete media, such a prospect can be
realized.

In this Letter, we show that nonlinear imaging in periodic
waveguide configurations is possible by using a second sub-
sequent array with the opposite sign (and arbitrary magnitude)
of the nonlinearity. This is achieved by diffraction engineering
using CDT with either amplitude or spatial frequency modu-
lation. We verify our predictions via direct numerical simula-
tions in both 1D and two-dimensional (2D) configurations of
waveguides. We have identified two different regimes in the
dynamics; In the first one, the initial wave is always recovered
at the output whereas, in the second, there is a certain power
threshold above which nonlinear instabilities start to take place.
It is important to note that independently of the sign of the
Kerr nonlinearity we can always switch between these two re-
gimes by controlling the sign of the coupling coefficient. Thus,
nonlinear imaging can be implemented for both self-focusing
(SF) and self-defocusing (SD) nonlinearities.

Let us consider the coupled-mode theory (CMT) dynamics
of an optical wave propagating in a periodic lattice [4,5]:

i_cn � Fncn � K �cn�1 � cn−1� � Γjcn�z�j2cn�z� � 0; (1)

where cn is the optical field of the nth waveguide, _cn � dcn∕dz,
and z is the propagation direction. In Eq. (1), K is the coupling
constant between two adjacent waveguides, Fn is a detuning in
the propagation constant that depends on the waveguide num-
ber, and Γ is the effective Kerr nonlinear coefficient.

Assume an optical wave of arbitrary shape propagating in
a uniform waveguide lattice cn�z� (n ∈ Z, z ∈ �0; z�1��), under
the action of discrete diffraction and Kerr nonlinearity. Our
goal is to utilize a second consequent array in such a way that
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the initial waveform is recovered at the output �cn�z�2�� �
cn�0�� (except perhaps from an additional constant phase),
as it is schematically shown in Fig. 1. Note that, if at z �
z�1� we rescale the propagation distance as z → −σz (with
σ > 0), then at z�2� � z�1��1� 1∕σ� (we added the absolute
values of the two distances) the initial waveform is recovered. In
our case, rather than changing the arrow of z, we change the
effective coupling and nonlinear coefficients. Specifically, if
K � κ�j� and γ � γ�j� j � 1; 2 inside the two media, then
we require that

κ�2�∕κ�1� � γ�2�∕γ�1� � −σ: (2)
For implementation purposes, it is important that we do not

make any assumptions about the magnitude of the nonlinearity
of the two media and only constrain their sign to be opposite.
Thus, we obtain −σ � γ�2�∕γ�1�. Note that the sign of the non-
linearity can be tuned by controlling the bias in photosensitive
crystals in terms of the photoelectric effect [35]. On the other
hand, the effective coupling coefficient can be controlled in
periodically z-dependent waveguides [15–18]. The next step,
described below, is to engineer the coupling coefficients so that
they have the same ratio (−σ).

We assume that the propagation constants Fn�z� are peri-
odically modulated as

Fn�z��
�−1�nA�z�

2
cosθ�z�; θ�z��α�z�z�ξ�z�; (3)

where the functions A, α, and ξ are piecewise constant
G � G�1� �H �z − z�1���G�2� − G�1��, with G � fA; α; ξg,
and H is the Heaviside step function. Such a functional
dependence can be implemented in different settings. For ex-
ample, in the case of optically induced lattices [35], it can be
realized by the interference of plane waves with different propa-
gation constants [15]. Furthermore, similar modulations have
been observed in fs-written curved waveguides [18]. By apply-
ing the transformation cn → cnei�−1�

nA sin θ∕�2α� and assuming
that the oscillating frequency is large enough, we asymptotically
obtain the effective coupling coefficient between the adjacent
waveguides:

κ�1� � K J0�A�1�∕α�1��; 0 < z < z�1�; (4)

κ�2�n � K J0�A�2�∕α�2��eiϕn ; z�1� < z < z�2�; (5)

where J0 is the Bessel function of the zeroth order,
ϕn � �−1�nϕ, and ϕ � �A�2�∕α�2�� sin�α�2�z�1� � ξ�2��−
�A�1�∕α�1�� sin�α�1�z�1� � ξ�1��. In general, the addition
phase term ϕn can be detrimental in the recovery of the initial

waveform. Note that an interesting case appears when ϕ � π
which leads to an effective inversion of the sign of the coupling
due to the accumulated phase. In all, our simulations below the
selected parameters result in ϕ � 0 for ξ�j� � 0 and, thus, we
rely on changes in the argument of the Bessel function in order
to modify both the amplitude and the sign of the coupling
coefficient.

Setting the phase ϕ � 0, the condition for the nonlinear
image retrieval becomes

σJ0�A�1�∕α�1�� � J0�A�2�∕α�2�� � 0: (6)

In the equation above, we separate two different cases: (1) ampli-
tude modulation, where α�1� � α�2� � α, A�1� ≠ A�2�, and (2)
frequency modulation, where α�1� ≠ α�2�, A�1� � A�2� � A.
In our simulations, we choose to utilize amplitude modulation.

In all our figures below, rather than changing the incident
power, we choose unitary maximum amplitudes and rescale the
nonlinear coefficients of both media; this procedure is math-
ematically equivalent. In addition, for demonstration purposes,
we fix σ � 1∕2, κ�1� � 0.4, and κ�2� � −0.2. Then, from
Eqs. (4) and (5), we obtain the lowest magnitude solutions:
A�1� � 20.35, A�2� � 34.04. Numerical simulations to the
CMT equations are performed by utilizing a fourth-order
Runge–Kutta scheme.

In Fig. 2, the impulse response is chosen as an initial condi-
tion (cn�z � 0� � δn;0). The linear case is presented In Fig. 2(a).
In Fig. 2(b), the first medium is SF, but the diffraction is still
dominant. In Fig. 2(c), the nonlinear coefficients are doubled,
and the nonlinearity is now strong enough to support a discrete
soliton that resides mainly in a single waveguide. Additional phe-
nomena such as intensity oscillations and the diffraction of a
small portion of the beam are also observed. After the interface,
the diffracted part of the of the beam starts to converge and at the
output the initial waveform is recovered. Very similar are the
dynamics in Fig. 2(d) where the signs of the nonlinearity are
inverted, as compared to Fig. 2(c). Thus, we have seen that
in the case of single waveguide, excitation imaging is achieved
independently of the sign and the magnitude of the nonlinearity.

In multiwaveguide initial excitations, the sign of μ�1� �
γ�1�κ�1� identifies two different regimes in the dynamics.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the proposed scheme. Two differ-
ent waveguide configurations with opposite signs of the Kerr nonlin-
earity are utilized for the image reconstruction at the output.

Fig. 2. Field amplitude dynamics in the case of single waveguide
excitation cn�0� � δn;0 with K � 1, and α � 12. In (a), the medium
is linear whereas, in (b), γ�1� � 1, γ�2� � −0.5; in (c), γ�1� � 2,
γ�2� � −1; in (d), γ�1� � −2, γ�2� � 1. The interface distance is
z�1� � 20 and, thus, imaging is achieved at z�2� � 60.
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Since we have selected κ�1� > 0 in our simulations, the relevant
parameter is γ�1�. In Fig. 3, we depict the case of a Gaussian
initial excitation of the waveguides. An additional 2% noise
multiplies the initial condition to break any possible sym-
metries that can suppress nonlinear instabilities. In Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b), we see the linear case. In Figs. 3(c)–3(f ), the nonlin-
earity of the first medium is SD, and this leads to increased
diffraction. In the second SF medium, the beam starts to re-
focus and, at the output, the initial waveform is recovered, even
in the case of strong nonlinearities [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f )]. The
dynamics in the case where the first medium is SF exhibit sev-
eral differences. When the nonlinearity of the first medium is
low, the beam diffracts and then refocuses in the second
medium, resulting in the recovery of the intensity pattern at
the output. However, as the nonlinearity (or input power) in-
creases, discrete focusing and soliton formation start to take
place inside the first medium. Even in this case, as can be seen
in Figs. 3(g)–3(j), the beam manages to recover its original form
at the output. However, there is a specific threshold that is de-
termined by γ�1�P, (P is the total power) where nonlinear in-
stabilities start to take place. As can be seen in Fig. 3(l) once this
limit is reached, imaging is no longer possible. Note that mod-
ulational instability is the main source for instabilities in such
imaging configurations.

Nonlinear instabilities occurring when the first medium is SF
can be fully suppressed by changing the sign of the coupling κ�1�
to negative (leading to μ�1� < 0). Then the beam is going to
diffract inside the first medium, rather than focus. For example,
the dynamics depicted in Figs. 3(k) and 3(l), once the sign of the
couplings is reversed, become similar to those of Figs. 3(e) amd
3(f). An alternative approach with the same outcome requires
applying a π phase shift to the initial condition between the ad-
jacent waveguides [�−1�n].

The accuracy of the asymptotic formulas presented above
increases as the spatial frequency increases. This can be tested
by numerically computing the Floquet quasienergies [15,16].
Furthermore, the accuracy of Eqs. (4) and (5) decreases with
the dimensionality of the problem. This can be compensated
for by increasing the spatial frequency of the oscillations from
α � 12 (in 1� 1D) to α � 20 (in 2� 1D).

The results of a single waveguide excitation in the case of a 2D
square array are presented in Fig. 4. In the first row, the dynamics
are linear. In the second and third rows, the nonlinearity of the
first medium is SF. In the second row, the beam exhibits non-
linear diffraction, and then refocuses to the central waveguide at
the observation plane. In the third row, the nonlinearity is strong
enough to support a 2D discrete soliton. The small portion of the
power that diffracts refocuses at the observation plane.

Finally, in Fig. 5, we simulate the transmission of the letter
combination “NE.” In the case where the nonlinearity of the
first medium is SF, the beam diffracts until it enters the second
medium. Then it refocuses and, at the observation plane, the
initial pattern is recovered (first row). In the second row, the
nonlinearity of the first medium is SF. We see in Fig. 5(e) that
the amount of diffraction is reduced, as compared to Fig. 5(b).
Still, we are able to observe the revival of the initial pattern at
the observation plane. In the third row, we further increase the

Fig. 4. Beam dynamics in the case of single waveguide excitation
(um;n�z � 0� � δm;0δn;0) at the input plane (left column, z � 0),
at the interface between the two media (middle column, z � 20),
and at the output of the array (right column, z � 60). The parameters
are the same as those of Fig. 2 with the difference that α � 20.
In the first row, the two media are linear; in the second row,
γ�1� � 2, γ�2� � −1 and, in the third row, γ�1� � 4, γ�2� � −2.

Fig. 3. Dynamics in the case of a Gaussian excitation of the wave-
guides un�z � 0� � e−�n∕3�2 . The parameters chosen are the same as
those of Fig. 2. In (a) and (b), we see the linear case and in (c)–(f ) the
first medium is SD and the second SF with [(c) and (d)] γ�1� � −1,
γ�2� � 0.5 and [(e) and (f )] γ�1� � −2, γ�2� � 1. In (g)–(l), the first
medium is SF and the second SD with [(g) and (h)] γ�1� � 0.5,
γ�2� � −0.25, [(i) and (j)] γ�1� � 1, γ�2� � −0.5, and [(k) and
(l)] γ�1� � 2, γ�2� � −1. In the first and third rows, the amplitude dy-
namics are shown, whereas in the second and forth row a comparison
of the intensity profiles of the final state (cyan solid) to the initial con-
dition (black dashed) is depicted.
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nonlinear coefficients. In this case, the total power carried by
the beam is enough to generate discrete solitons along with sur-
rounding radiation, as shown in Fig. 5(h). Such strong nonlin-
ear effects lead to instabilities that prohibit the recovery of the
initial waveform at the output. However, a careful inspection of
Fig. 5(i) shows that part of the initial intensity pattern is still
regenerated. As in the 1� 1D case, we are able to suppress
these instabilities, either by changing the signs of the couplings
in the two media (μ�1� < 0) or by imposing a phase �−1�m�n to
the initial condition. Then the dynamics of the third row are
transformed to those of the first row.

In conclusion, we have shown that nonlinear imaging is
possible in waveguide arrays, provided that a second segment
of an engineered array with the opposite sign of the nonline-
arity is used. We have presented numerical examples of non-
linear imaging in 1D and 2D arrangements of waveguides.
We identified two different regimes according to the sign of
μ�1� � γ�1�κ�1�. If μ�1� is negative, the image is always recovered
while, if it is positive, a certain nonlinear threshold exists above
which nonlinear instabilities start to take place. Since μ�1� does
not depend solely on the sign of the nonlinearity (γ�1�), we are
able to always achieve stable dynamics by selecting the appro-
priate sign in the coupling coefficient (κ�1�). The applications of
such a configuration include nonlinear image transmission,
multi-port couplers, and routing devices.
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